Guardian Universe II
Not every character in the Guardian Universe has to have natural powers to be a hero. There are
police, soldiers and vigilantes who fight to protect the rest of society from the forces of evil. Some are
hateful towards EVs while others work to understand the EV mutation. Some humans even suit up in
power suits to lend a helping hand in great times of need. Then there are those who have delved into
the realms of magic. Mages and witches who have taken sides in the battle against good and evil have
made themselves known. Some mortals have been blessed by the Gods of Mythology and have taken on
the form of Avatars when they are needed.
These are the people who make up the Player Characters in the Guardian Universe. So think about
who you want to be? How you want to be? Where you want to be in the big picture. Do you want to be
a government hero or do you want to be that poor soul who has to protect themselves from society
because you are not understood? Do you give up a life of happiness to fight evil? Remember, this
character is all about you. Have fun and be creative. The Guardian Universe is full of surprises.

Step One

Table 1-1: Random Hero Type

Getting your Hero Type

When creating a character, players have the ability to either
choose their Hero Type or for the sake of randomness, roll for a
Hero Type. The Types provided below are the standard ones
you’ll find in Guardian Universe 2.

d%
01-30
31-60
61-90
91-95
96-99
100

Hero Type
Evolutionary
Altered Hero
Technical Genius
Machine Hero
Alien
Demi-God/Child of the Stars

Evolutionaries or EVs get
their powers from genetic mutation that they
are born with. The EV is
the next step in human
evolution. Most powers
will manifest themselves
in the EV’s youth. Considered freaks of nature
by normal man, most
EVs are discriminated
against and shunned by
society. EVs also include
Psychics.
Main Stat Adjustments:
♦
♦
♦
♦

May shift one Main Stat
up one Rank.
May shift one Main Stat
up three Ranks.
May roll three times on
the Bonus Table.
Starts with -15 Popularity

Roll 1d100
Bonus Table
01-05 Shift Down 2 Ranks
06-10 Shift Down 1 Rank
11-20 No Shift
21-40 Shift Up 1 Rank
41-60 Shift Up 2 Ranks
61-80 Shift Up 3 Ranks
81-96 Shift Up 4 Ranks

Restrictions:
♦

No Main Stat or Power
may be above the
Amazing Rank.
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